Ashley Davis Bey El  
Department of Reclamation  
and  
Vital Statistics

MISSION

* Register all Moorish American citizens on proof of Bey, El, Al, Ali, Dey, Pasha etc., in order to protect their birth rights.

* Reclamation division is responsible for issuing Moorish Nationality Cards and Identification cards that are non-party related. (We are a body politic and not an local organization)

** Please take notice **
Based on our resolution out of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, we are Moroccan descendants born in American; That makes us Moorish Americans.)
We do not claim foreign status. We claim Moorish bloodline.

* Our system of information is for Moorish Americans and we do not subscribe to sovereign citizens or Moorish sovereign citizens in lieu of a redemption or patriot studies or practices.
Welcome to our Reclamation & Vital Statistics department for the Moorish Nation here in North American and Abroad. Our department has been established to maintain a record of all members within our jurisdiction that claim Moorish descent for purposes that national and international protection is due from an economic, social and political position.

All men, women and children are encouraged to register once the sir name: Bey, Dey, El, Al, Ali (Ali only if born with) and Pasha or what other long lost use of their sir names the Privy and Supreme Council decides to approve.

Valuable questions will be answered below that has left many corporate, common law and national citizens in dilemma due to a miss-understanding of the Moorish Nation. We have provided answers to best qualify based on our acceptations of faith, science and culture.

1. Question: What proof does the Moorish- American have that they are Moorish descendants?

   **Answer:** There are two Resolutions that are known among the Moorish Community. Resolution #75 and Resolution 1202 that was passed by City Hall in Philadelphia PA; Both documents support the position that African, Indians, West Indians, Negro, Colored, Latino (The seeds of Esau and even the seeds of Jacob) are Moorish descendants Born in America.

   Many ‘Citizens’ may not know that Philadelphia is the state that deprived the people termed ‘African Americans’ of their national descent line. Proof is that it was the second capital that made laws. Also if you look at your grandmother’s and grandfather birth certificate you will find Negro, colored or it will be blank under race or nationality.

   We further support our position as Moors through the good faith Act of the several states to acknowledge the laws of each and every other state of this union and its federal zones.

2. We also provide a legal defense by the use of our Clock of Destiny official federal certificate number along with other documents in lieu of. We speak vaguely because the Moorish nation has attracted many undesirables it is our place to secure the Government but please understand we are for the betterment of fallen humanity.

3. The term Moor where does it come from?

   We also derive the name Moor from Moabite. Just as Ruth was Moabites that married into Israel. There is a concealed history between the Moors and the Jews. We will not touch on the children of Jacob because religion, bible and Koran or Quran establish separation based on each party belief system.

   Also during the once talked about ruling power in terms of industry we were known; as Moors in English, Moros, Morisco in Spanish, Maurice in French, on the coat of arms; Morel, Moro, etc. Many folks of color here in North America and in some continents abroad differ with this presentment but we agree that it is based on not be familiar with the history.
When Ferdinand and Queen Isabella joined forces with other Christian powers under the authority of the Popes (Church of Rome) the Moors were classified as Moriscos (Christian Moors). They no longer practiced Islam in public. They dressed, worshipped and were forced and some volunteered due to fear to adopt the culture.

When it came time to set sail they navigated the waters on behalf of the Crown to the shores of Central and South Americas. Much later they came to North America. The main point in order not to make this a history session is that after we were called Moors, we were called Spaniards. (I will advise every person especially those that are seeking to reclaim their birth right to purchase the book-Born in Blood.) Every Knight’s Temple is aware of this history. Many Black Masons may not know due to a lack of research and not being able to recognize their Moorish status.

4. Question: What were the Moors classified in 2012?

Answer: They are classified as Negro and colored in the South among many Caucasian communities, especially the ‘White Masons and White Shriners’.

Now, what is about to be revealed is not to establish any negative advancement towards them but to deliver the understanding that racism still exist and never left the south. In the north it exist in the corporate arena yet it is more prevalent below the Bible belt.

It stand today in 2012 that the white masons will not allow the black masons to visit their lodges or shrine temples. This does not only apply to Prince Hall Masons but also to those ‘black masons that are members of Main Stream Masons- pre-dominate white jurisdiction.

We MUST observe the law. They think and feel that they are superior, moors referred to as different classifications or sub- human. They feel that blacks are not worthy of their company. They strongly believe that they are more intelligent than the Moors. Albert Pike was their leader, he was a Grand Turk of the KKK, and He was a Confederate as well. The Dred Scott decision of 1857 the White Lodges still uphold.

There are Nine States where the ‘White Grand Lodges’ still refuse to acknowledge a Black Mason. You can imagine their views of a non- black mason. Some lodges, the Master of the Chair shut the lodge down before allowing a black mason from main stream to enter.

Yes, this is displeasing. I wish not to give you our history regarding how they arrived where they are today based on the Moors but I will advise the people around the world to read the Clock of Destiny Books Vol 1 and 2 from the ‘Our System (Clock of Destiny website). Also purchase the book Decisive moments in the history of ISLAM and Nature knows No color line by J.A. Rogers.

The other labels such as African, Indian and West Indian have something to do with the Pope, and Columbus (Trinidad) - Even the word Dominican.

The above is based on the Law of Conquest lead by the Popes. Again, this is not a history session but you cannot speak on law without addressing the history that never changes. Moors are not enemies of any Pope, however, the secret has been revealed and now we must rise to the occasion based on economic, social and political striving. Keep in mind that the Moorish History has been forbidden in the public schools, colleges and universities. That is for a reason.
5. What is the connection to North America?

Answer: The colonial labels and the new label African American is where its use is being applied by the unconscious moors and racism is very blatant in the South.

They adopted the culture of Rome. They fight to maintain white supremacy against their brothers, sisters and children to uphold the Magna Charta Code. Their lack of Moorish History keep them blind to themselves to be used for a tool and a slave for the benefit of the same ones in history that designed this master plan of conquest. In 2012 the Caucasian don't have to design any major plans because many volunteer.

The above explanation is for the benefit of clarity of the word Moor in regard to the consideration for reclamation and vital statistics registry only.

6. Question: This is a two part question. What is meant by Moorish bloodline? And if I reclaim my Moorish bloodline will I be giving up my citizenship in the country I domicile?

Answer: The first question can be answered by saying during the rulership of the Moors before there was a Greece, Germany or England; the Moors ruled the seven seas and possessed estates. We sailed into what is called India, Germany, England, Italy, China, Japan, Arabia etc. The majority of the people have been beautified to perfection. Some nationalities just mentioned say they have 'black blood in them. Moors do not use racial terms such as black or white. We therefore, say many have Moorish blood moving in their veins. That is what we mean by Moorish blood.

There was a time during the Prophet Noble Drew Ali when the secretary asked the Prophet: “Dear holy Prophet there is a Turk, Indian and Mexican that would like Moorish Nationality and they already have a nationality what should I do? The Prophet told her “add the Bey or El we can adopt them into our nation.’

The Dark, tawny and fair skin Moors have an inherited Birthright. Therefore their blood is richer with their forefathers DNA; however they are here in North America. The Caucasian blood exist in their veins, yet the dominate gene take precedent.

Nonetheless, the House Joint Resolution of Pennsylvania was purposely signed into law for them to return to the Constitutional Fold of the Moorish Nation.

- You would not be giving up your Citizenship or Citizenship privileges or rights. All benefits you had from the Corporation of the United States still stand. You have invested interest.
- If you are a Christian, Confucius, or Buddhism, Egyptian, Israelites. Etc. You will still be a Moor. There are many Moorish Americans in the Moorish National Divine Movement that are Moors but Not Moslems- meaning they do not follow the tenets of the Prophet Mohammed But they are Moors. There are Hebrew Moors just as there were El-East Moor communities in Florida.
All members of the Clock of Destiny are Moslems Moorish American that is guided by the ancient science of our forefathers- The 12 signs of the Zodiac and not the Quran, Koran or Bible. They wholly believe that these books are founded on the zodiac. Read Clock of Destiny Vol. 1 and 2.

We respect all religions just as our ancient forefathers have that have gone this way before us.

7. What is the Reclamation Process and Vital Statistics?

A. A person must send in a registration form with annual dues of $70 (This includes administration work. Thereafter the dues are $50 a year) with a letter in their own hand writing why they would like to reclaim their Moorish Nationality. On the same letter they must state clearly that they will respect the Federal, State and County laws of the land or/and Province where they domicile. This includes North, South, Central America, and including the British Empire of Rome.

B. They must obtain required materials: Clock of Destiny Vol. 1 &2, Biography of the Moors, Nature Knows No Color line, United States Constitution and read the first 7 articles, along with the first ten bill of rights and Moorish Koran. Also every moor should have a Black’s Law dictionary, the 3rd- 5th edition.

C. After the petition and letter is accepted they must wait within 30 days for a reply of acceptance to proceed towards the process to add one of the Moorish Titles to their name. They will receive a certificate and intro package to commence their reclamation. They will have nine months to complete the process. If it is not achieved in 9 months and no contact is made with our department we will take it that the person selected to remain a registered supporter only.

D. After the Moorish Title is added to your social security number you will receive a certificate of citizenship, Nationality Card and Moorish National I.D. Card. We do not need a copy of your social security number or birth certificate. We need the receipt print out from social security administration. At this time you will be a registered Moorish American with all Moorish Birthrights.

F. After the Sir Name is added to your name your will be provided a Moorish National I.D. Card upon proof.

G. Moors that Claim absolute sovereignty from all connections from the Federal, State or County government has nothing to do with our System of Government. This practice does not come under our jurisdiction. Our system of Government is based on the fundamental principles of the Prophet Noble Drew Ali and the Constitutional law giver Charles Mosley Bey.